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Preventing Another Appalachian: Law School 
Community Must Help ' On~ Another 
By Sarah Kinsman 
News oflastweek's tragedy at Appala-
chian School of Law hit home for many 
members of the Marshall-Wythe commu-
nity. This wasn't some out-of-controljun-
ior high kid shooting his teacher; it was a 
fellow law student, just like us il) many 
ways. It wasn't at some unknown high 
school in some obscure town in a state 
we'd never visited; it was in the Common-
wealth, in our backyard. We may have 
interviewed alongside Appalachian stu-
dents atajob fair; might sitnextto them in 
Roanoke in July when we take the bar So, 
theparalJels inevitably came to mind. Could 
someone in our midst be suffering so much, 
unable to control personal demons? Could 
we check email one night off-campus and 
find one of those bad news-grams from 
Vice President for Student Affairs Sam 
Sadler, sadly reporting that a distressed 
student fired upon a study group in the 
lobbynaugahydes, then executed our Dean 
as well? 
Anything is possible, but Dean W. 
Taylor Reveley, Ill, feels that such an 
incident is unlikely at Marshall-Wythe, 
because of factors like the small size of the 
law school communitY, the willingness of 
faculty and staff to listen to students, and 
the support systems available through the 
law school and the College. 
"As schools go, the students here are 
remarkably well-adjusted and happy, and 
they don't seem to spend a lot of time 
complaining about life and the school," 
Reveley said, adding that the school could 
sometime,just by probability with a popu-
lation of over 500 students, "have some-
one in our midst who's really got a screw 
loose." 
Preventing a tragedy like the one at 
Appalachian takes intervention and look-
ing out for one another, a point empha-
sized many times by Reveley and Director 
of Campus Police, Dick McGrew. The same 
principle applies to campus safety issues 
and prevention of alcohol-related inci-
dents. 
"When someone shows some red flags, 
we don't wait until the flags are bloody red 
" Reveley said. "As soon as you see 
someone who seems to be behaving 
strangely, we want to do something." 
The school has several ways to handle 
a student in crisis. At the most basic level, 
here at the law school, faculty and staff 
want to know about problems, whether 
simply to lend a sympathetic ear and pro-
vide advice, or to work with a student if the 
student needs greater assistance or a so-
lution like taking a semester or year off from 
schoo!. 
. Dean Reveley emphasized he, as well 
as other staff, operate under an open door 
policy, and stated, ''I'll talk to anyone 
about anything:' 
In fact, he finds with some disappoint-
ment that students do not often come by 
to talk, be itabout law, the school orabout 
personal issues. 
"People here may be sufficiently happy. 
that they don't need to come by and poke 
Dean, I don't mind being poked at!" 
Both Reveley and McGrew encour-
aged students to become involved if a 
fellow student appears distressed, whether 
by talking to the student and giving sup-
port as a friend, or, if the concern is great, 
letting a faculty or staff member know a 
colleague may need help. 
"Fora person who's struggling, inter-
vention can go a long way," McGrew said. 
"Some people just don't know how to ask 
for help, so intervening can help them get 
help they may need." 
A primary source of help on campus is 
the College's Counseling Center in Blow 
at the Dean," Reveley said, "But, as the See I II tervelltiolZ, Page 4 
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Law School Team Captures Coveted Football Crown 
By Douglas Levy 
There are seven seconds left in the A-
League football championship game. 
You're down bysixpoints. It' s third down. 
You're at the opponent's three-yard line. 
If you don ' t score a touchdown on this 
play, you'll probably lose. So what do you 
do? Do you: A) Throw a fade pass to the 
corner of the endzone and hope that your 
guy catches it; B) Throw a quick slant pass 
to the goal line; C) Call a quarterback 
sneak; or D) Have some brass ***** and 
call a trick play, whereby your quarterback 
pretends to yell at a wide-receiver in mo-
tion while that wide-receiver takes a direct 
snap from the center and runs untouched 
around the end into the endzone while the 
defense panics because it is so confused 
by your masterful play-calling? 
If you chose Answer D, then you, too, 
could be a member of the William & Mary 
A -League football champion team known 
as Chico's BailBonds. In early December 
this team, made up almost exclusively of 
3Ls, dominated both the .regular season 
and postseason on its way to capturing 
the most coveted crown in all of W &M 
intramural sports. 
Think about this for a second. Out of 
all the fraternities on campus, out of all the 
teams made up of former varsity athletes 
around school, this motley crew of law 
students proved itself better at football 
than anyone else on campus. ot bad for 
a bunch offormer athletes whose current 
weightlifting program takes place at The 
Leafe, consisting of lifting the pitcher to 
the glass, followed by a "cool down" of 
lifting the glass to the lips repeatedly for2-
3 hours. 
- After scorching its opening week op-
ponent 35-0, Chico and the boys went on 
to go 3-0-1 in the regular season. After 
rolling through the regular season, taking 
the A-League crown required winning 
three games in a span of three nights. A 
walk in the park for Chico's Bail Bonds. As 
the core of the team had played together 
the two previous years they knew this 
year was now or never. Had they failed to 
win the title game, their coach likely would 
have received the Tony Dungy-Ii.ke "das 
boot." 
Led throughout the season by former 
college quarterback Steve Keane, fomler 
Blue Devi I Rich Dunn and Jeremy Bell (the 
best wide-receiver out of SUNY-
ainghamton since [I have no idea]), this 
was a team to be reckoned with all along. 
Keane's ritual of hitting Bell (a.k.a . Chris 
Carter - all this guy does is catch touch-
downs) for a touchdown at least twice a 
game, coupled with Dunn 's blazing (and I 
do mean blazing-this guy can flat out fly) 
speed, g!ive the offense its main firepower. 
Chris Ruwe was a rock -solid wide receiver 
all season long, and was the one who 
scored the winning touchdown with four 
seconds left in the title game. James Ewing 
proved to be an invaluable center who was 
good for a catch or two every game, and 
undergraduate BJ "Prirnetime" Pratt was a 
go<to guy on third downs (but not so much 
on crucial fourth downs). Mike Riella filled 
the wide-receiverslotnicelywith his lanky 
frame, and Doug Le repeatedly kept 
linemen from sacking Keane. and was not 
afraid to literally flip men twice his size 
upside down when they got in his way. 
Despite losing perennial all-star Mark Ries 
to a gruesome leg injury during preseason 
practice, the team found it groove earl 
on, spanking it opponents with ease. 
On defense. Drew Gailbraith chased 
Michael Strahan s sack re ord getting 
sacks on two consecutive pia s in the title 
game, and Tom Brzozowski was as much a 
nuisance to quarterbacks as trying to spell 
and pronounce his last nanle. Greg Bane 
played rock-solid defense, nagging a 
couple of interceptions on crucial downs, 
and Mike Pitch played a mean linebacker 
while Bell, Ruwe and Pratt roamed the 
secondary with a stalwart pass defense. 
After squeaking by the 1 L team in it 
first-round pIa off game 12- , Chi 0 and 
the boys were lit into by Coach Keane, who 
apparentl watches tapes of ince 
Lombardi in his spare time, and emulates 
Bobby Knight with his tyrannical tirades. 
After becoming enraged by a blown fOl.irtb-
down conversion, Keane kicked one of 
those orange sideline markers an easy 20 
yards downfield, nearl hitting his better 
half with the fl ing object. The second 
See Football, Page 2 
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New Wing Modernizes Marshall-Wythe 
By Katie Riley 
The law school seems to have doubled 
in size now that the New Wing is finally 
finished, and has made the school look 
more like a top-quarter law school accord-
ing to Dean Jackson. Response has been 
overwhelmingly positive. E\ ec;yone likes 
it: students, faculty, alums, and adminis-
tration. Legal Skills has a fancy new suite 
that one alum commented to Dean Jackson 
"looks like a real law firm." OCPP finally 
has room to spread out; the finishing 
touches to a few "changing rooms" are 
currently underway, which will provide 
students a comfortable place to get dressed 
for interviews. With four new classrooms, 
scheduling classes has become much 
easier, and the classrooms are smaller in 
size, allowing for more intimate classes. 
(Something the administration has long 
thought needed.) There are also judge's 
benches in all the new classrooms to ac-
commodate moot court tournaments. More 
work needs to be done on the new student 
mini-lounge area (the weird hallway that 
goes · nowhere), but it will soon include 
another phone with free local calls and 
some comfy chairs. 
The faculty is also enjoying their new 
offices. Dean Jackson commented that 
they seem to be settling into their new 
offic e ,;; "'ore than the)' e y er did their old 
ones, decorating and adding personal 
touches. Professor Malone had her office 
painted blue at her own expense, and Pro-
fessor AIces has apparently done a lot of 
work setting up his. Before blinds were 
installed in the three South-facing offices 
overlooking the new courtyard, Professor 
Kades did s·o~_creative interior decorat-
ing with cardboard boxes. (The sunlight 
was a little too direct.) Rebecca Simmons 
of the Alumni Office has a great view of the . 
new courtyard from the first floor, but she 
told me that Professor Levy commented on 
how easy it was to watch her work from 
across the courtyard in the fancy new 
meeting room. (The Student Organiza-
tions Office, in which theAmicus is housed, 
has a great view of the courtyard as well.) 
Of course, nothing comes off without 
a· hitch, and there have been a few prob-
lems reported in the New Wing. The 
downstairs women 's bathroom had not 
been working: something about the con-
struction company pulling out a dumpster 
and accidentally getting mud in the line ... 
The current markers are leaving "shad-
ows" on the dry erase boards, so new 
. markers are under investigation. There 
have also been complaints about the swing-
ing chairs as too small, too stiff, and too 
quick to shove a person into the table. The 
screws were loosened on the chairs to 
make them a little more flexible, but not 
much else can be done. (The architect 
chose those chairs, compared to the free-
standing comfy chairs in the other rooms 
Dean Jnek:;on picked out.) 
With the moving of so many offices, 
the individuals continuing to reside in the 
oldwinghavemoreroom. Althoughthere ' s 
a new adjunct professor office in the Legal 
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Skills sujte for adjunct senior partners to 
use, the old wing will have offices for the 
law school ' s other adjunct professors . 
The old wing will also provide ample room 
for visiting professors and eventual (with 
the budget cuts) new hires. Emeriti profes-
sors will also be able to maintain their old 
offices at the law school. The recent 
funding freeze has halted the plans to 
renovate the old faculty offices (replacing 
twenty-year-old carpet and repainting) but 
before the freeze, four suits and five offices 
had been worked on. The plan also in-
cluded painting the main hallways on the 
first and second floors of the old wing to 
spruce up the entire building. 
The New Wing will officially be opened . 
on William & Mary 's Charter Day, Satur-
day, February9 th at3:00p.m. There will be 
a dedication, followed by a reception and 
toursoftheNewWing.ltwillbeabigevent 
with the College' s President, Rector and 
Board ofYisitors all in attendance. The 
Alumni Office sent out over 1600 invita-
tions to friends and alumni of the law 
school. To attend, RSVP by 211 to Rebecca 
Simmons at rasim2@wm.edu or on the 
sign-up sheet in the student lounge. 
B+ Curve 
Update · 
By Katie Riley 
At the end oflast semester as students 
frantically stressed about exams, the fac-
Ulty helped alleviate student stress by 
approving a boosted grade curve. Al-
though not a unanimous decision, the new 
grade curve was adopted by a wide margin. 
At a second faculty meeting held soon 
after the originally-passed highly recom-
mended grade curve was made mandatory, 
meaning that any deviation from the curve 
requires a professor to meet with Dean 
Butler to justify the discrepancy. 
The new grade curve only applies to 
classes of at least thirty students, and as 
Professor Barnard commented it is much 
easier to curve a large class of 100 than a 
class of30. The new grade distribution is 
as follows : A-IS-20%; B+/B/B- 60-75% 
(B+ 25-35%,B20-30%, B-IO-20%)·C+or 
10werS-l 5%. 
Deans Jackson and Butleriliought iliat 
this first semester' s implementation ofilie 
curve went well. Dean Butler only had to 
meet with a few professors seeking devia-
tions from the curve, and most of iliose 
were instances of clumping and natural 
breaks in the grades iliat didn t easily fit 
the new grade distribution. As explained 
in ilie de,; iation request form given to 
professors, one example would be "sev-
eral students received an identical grade 
on the exam at a location wh~re the line 
between grades would nonnally be drawn. " 
Having resolved the grade curve, the 
Dean s Advisory Committee is currentl 
reevaluating ilie law school s computer 
exam-taking policy. 
Football 
Victory, 
Co ntinued f rom Page 1 
round was not much easier, as the3Ls won 
a shootout against a team made up of 
enormous W &M rugby team players. 
It was clear iliat the team was missing 
its sparkplug- Rich Dunn - who selfishly 
missed ilie first two rounds ofilie playoffs, 
using his wife ' s eight-and-a-half month 
pregnancy as a lame excuse. Finally get-
ting his priorities straight, Dunn was coaxed 
into playing in the title game, knowing that 
if he returned home with anything less 
ilian a championship t-shirt (and some ice 
cream), his wife would be disappointed. 
Inspired by ilie impending birth of his son 
(one of the referees had Dunn s cell phone 
in her pocket during the game, in case the 
"It ' s Time" phone call came in), Dunn 
played fanati cal football that night. Scor-
ing the game ' s first touchdown was just 
. the beginning for Dunn, who had a key run 
in the final dri ve to set up ilie winning 
touchdown, and also kicked the go-ahead 
extra point with the game on the line·. , 
Play ing in the title game against a team 
of undergraduates made up ofW &Mbase-
ball players, Chico 's Bail Bonds found 
iliemselves down six points with less than 
two minutes to play. FollowingDunn 's3S-
yard scramble, Bell hauled in akey2S-yard 
pd:5:5 hOll1 K eatH:; willt UlluCt it tIli.llu(c (v 
play. After Le\ y turned a third down 
dump-offpass into a first down, Dunn took 
the offense down to the iliree-yard line. 
With seven seconds left on ilie clock, 
Keane reached into his bag of tricks and 
called a play for Ruwe, who pulled off the 
trick play perfectly lulling the defense into 
believing that he had no idea what he was 
doing, while he grabbed the ball from Ewing 
and ran untouched around the right side 
into the endzone. 
It's said iliat football is ilie king of 
sports. The A-League football champion-
ship is easily ilie best bragging rights 
available in all of intramural sports. There 
is only one A-League football champion 
crowned by William & Mary each year. 
This year the law school took ilie title away 
from the undergraduates who discovered 
that even though ilie law students are 
older, and perhaps a step slower ilian they 
used to be, the still got game. 
TV Lounge 
By Katie Riley 
There s a new addition to the student 
lounge: a tele\ ision. Pro ided by the 
administration. ilie tv is ilie result of a 
student survey conducted last ear by the 
SBA seeking suggestions for the student 
lounge. The tv has full cable service and 
is available for use by an one at any time. 
This might mean the end to any studying 
in the student lounge, but now we can 
catch up on our soaps between classes. Of 
course. I have as et to see an one turn it 
on . 
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Interv~ntion May Be Necessary to Avoid Tragedy 
Conlin ued from Page 1 · 
Hall. The counseling center provides free 
counseling to students and staff, helping 
its clients through individual sessions, 
group meetings, and referrals to other re-
sources, such as study skills assistance 
on campus, local mental health profes-
sionals, and organizations like Alcoholics 
Anonymous. 
"The Counseling Center ha? renewed 
its willingness to meet with students 
quickly," Reveley said, mentioning that, 
given the recent posting of fall grades, 
counselors will quickly meet with a la\~ 
student upset over grades. 
Counseling Center assistance is con-
fidential but McGrew added that by law, if 
a client threatens to kill or injure another 
person, that must be re ealed. 
Law students may wonder if receiving 
treatment for mental health issues could 
prevent them from acceptan e into the bar, 
for many character and fitness portions on 
bar applications ask about mental health. 
Fear of failing the chara ter and fitness 
portion may prevenr some students from 
seeking help. 
"Those sorts of problem if the seem 
to be under control, are not going to be a 
barto qualifying for the bar," Reveley said. 
"Anybody having trouble with any form 
of mental illness ought t9 get help, and it 
won't likely be a barto taking the exam. The 
thought 'of trying to be a professional 
lawyerwith severe mental problems-it must 
be truly difficult." 
McGrew distinguished between men-
tal problems and stress, a point he tries to 
teach new police officers as well as stu-
dents his department may encounter in a 
mental health context. 
"Most everyone at some point in their 
lives will have an overload of mental stress, 
"McGrew said. "If you're going through a 
law program that is as challenging as this 
one is, you're going to go through stress. 
Some people think they're unique, but 
there's nothing unique about experiencing 
stress or having problems." 
Many factors, particularly this year, 
compound to affect students. McGrew 
and Reveley cited the competitive nature 
of the school, the Sept. I I terrorism inci-
dents, the incident at Appalachian, Vir-
gihia' s state budgeting difficulties, and a 
poor law fum job market as issues that 
affect people in the law school. 
"These things are all pressure points 
for different people," McGrew said. "That's 
a heavy burden t~ be .carrying, and if 
people have two or three pressure points 
it starts to get to them. If someone is 
having financial problems and low grades 
that's a significant amount of stones to be 
carrying. Given the environment, it's okay 
to ask for assistance." 
The facts are not entirely known in the 
Appalachian shootings, but Reveley and 
McGrew speculated that the newness of 
the institution may have been a factor in 
the tragedy, as Appalachian is onl four 
years old. 
"In a new organization, it takes a while 
to build a foundation and work out the 
kinks," McQrewcomrnented. "I don't want 
to second-guess (Appalachian's adminis-
tration), but their support systems may not 
have had as much time as ours to be in 
place. For ~xample, Sam Sadler has been 
here over 30 years, and the support system 
there is very good." 
Reveley added that the school was 
smaller tban Marshall-Wythe, and sup-
portive in encouraging students to suc-
ceed and practice law in Appalachia, and 
that he knew Dean L. Anthony Sutin. 
"I imagine (Dean Sutin) and the school 
bent over backwards to help the fellow, 
with academic financial and marital prob-
lems," Reveley said, "and thatma be they 
bent over too far backwards in trying to 
help him, so when that final moment came, 
when they told him his was out of school 
and his financial aid was cut off, they 
weren't prepared for this." 
The school doe have mechanisms in 
place to deal with graye situations, such as 
when a student is threatening suicide or 
when a student or staff member is being 
given terrible news. 
"Police say, 'You're hoping for the best 
but prepared for the worst, '" McGrew said. 
"The school recognizes this . They do 
have criteria where if you say you're going 
to do x, we' ll do this, and if you do y, we'll 
do this, and if you do z, well, you may be 
gone." . 
Examples of this are having a police 
officer nearby ifsomeone may react badly 
when a College staff member must te ll the 
person grave news, or allowing students 
to take time away from school to work on 
personal problems. Reveley said if the law 
school admini tration knew of strange or 
violent behavior by a student, staff would 
talk to the student to learn the facts and 
proceed based upon what was learned. 
McGrew likened intervening to help a 
fellow student as the same idea behind 
anti-drunk driving slogans. "A good friend 
doesn't let a friend drive drunk," McGrew 
said. "Same thing is if you see a friend or 
fellow student start to have problems, if 
someone intervenes, they may be helping 
themselves in preventing something. You 
may actually protect someone's (legal) 
career as well." 
Most intervention between students 
is in more common contexts, in the drinking 
context or in the crime preven ti on con tex t 
Reveley said. Stepping in and preventing 
a friend from dri ing drunk is important, 
even if it may be awkward. 
"Drunk driving is pretty silly for a law 
student to do when they have a character 
and fitness evaluation coming out ofhere 
and you'll have to report ou got a DUI," 
Reveley said. "It's terminally silly for them 
to act like fledging lawyers with tbe people 
who ~top them, because then in addition to 
D VI charges they now may have charges 
like resisting arrest." 
Another cause for intervention is when 
suspicious individuals are seen on cam-
pus. to pre\'ent incidents like the previous 
weekend's theft of a backpack and car keys 
from the law library, which led to the theft 
of the car from the law school parking lot. 
Reveley suggests approaching any 
stranger in the law school with a friendl y. 
"May I help you?" The person will know 
he or she has been observed and, iftarget~ 
ing students or property, will find it harder 
to commit a crime at the school. 
McGre\ advised that once a student 
has approacbed someone. and instincts 
give the student concern, he or she should 
not necessaril make an obvious dash to 
the phone. 
"We don't want them to asso iate the 
police coming with you "hesaid. "Tell the 
police what happened, give a good de-
scription. and if you can do it safely. keep 
an eye on the person. The key is to let the 
person know they've been observed." 
McGrew also reemphasized to letstaff 
know if a fellow student or a staffmember 
is behaving strangely. 
" ine-hundred and ninety-nine times 
out of a thousand in cases like that " 
Reveley commented, "it is a situation of 
trying to help someone. But there' the one 
time where ou.may be trying to protect 
yourself." 
Intervening and asking a classmate 
about problems, taking away car keys at 
the Green Leafe, or reporting. unusual 
behavior to a professor may be difficult 
and possibly embarrassing, both said. 
"In law enforcement we have a say-
ing." McGrew remarked. "It's better to 
have mud on'your face than blood on your 
face. It's a lot easier to deal wi th embarrass-
ment after the fact than with someone 
getting hurt." 
McGrew illustrated this with a tragic 
example of the consequences offailing to 
intervene. About four years ago a William 
and Mary undergraduate was drunk with 
friends along the James River. He at-
tempted to go swimming. one of his 
friends joined him. and none tried to stop 
him. The student drowned. Later in the 
year, two or three ofthe friends left school 
because of their guilt over the drowning. 
McGrew said. 
The message the Dean and Chief wish 
to impart is that all members of the law 
school community need to look out for 
each other and take action if something 
seems amiss. Whether calling campus 
police about a suspi ious intruder. or let-
ting the Dean or someone on staffkno\~' a 
c1as mate is haying a melrdo.wn. William 
and Mary's support ystems can help pre-
venta tragedy like our colleagues suffered 
in Grundy. 
Useful Numbers 
Counseling Center 
240 Blow Hall 
221-3620 
Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
(emergencies: come in and be seen immediately or caJJ Campus Police ) 
Campus Police 
221-4596 
(emergencies: call 911) 
Student Assistance (Dean of Students Office) 
(can help provide academic advice & s~dying skills) 
Campus Center, Room 109 
221- 2510 
doscom@facstaff.wmedu 
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
King Student Health Center 
221-4386 
Off-Campus Numbers: 
Williamsburg Community Hospital: 259-6005 
Avalon (Sexual Assault and Domestic Violence Helpline): 258-5051 
Colonial Mental Health Center: 220-3200 
College Support Groups: 
AJcoholic)Lnonyrnous:253-1234 
AJ-)Lnon and Adult Children of AJcoholic: 875-9429 
Narcotics)Lnonyrnous: 1-800-777-1515 
W&MSubstanceAbuseEducator: 221-3631 
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Law School 
Babies 
I 
I 
Katherine Ryan Laurence(Katie), 
daughterofMike (3L) and Kerry Laurence 
born 12/2/01, 10:22 p.m. 
7 Ibs. 1 oz., 19.5 inches long 
right: 
Luke Kemkes, son of 
Matt (2L) and Jean Kemkes 
born 112/02 
(first baby ofthe new year 
born in Williamsburg) 
SIbs., 21.5 inches long 
left: 
Ryan Christopher Dunn, son of 
. Rich (3L) and KristynDunn 
born 12/S/2001, 12:24 p.m. 
8lbs. 10 oz., 21.5 inches long 
Report Card Time: Ed Earns High Pass in Legal 
Skills; First Monday in Danger of Flunking Con La~ 
By Adrienne Griffin 
He may come to his office dressed in a 
bowling shirt andjeans. His secretary may 
offer you a corn dog instead of coffee. You 
may e\'en ha\'e to put up with some grief 
from his employee, Phil Stubbs. But even 
though Ed teyens is best known as the 
"bowling alley lawyer." in the episode of 
Ed that aired January 9, 2002. this "small 
to\\'n guy"' showed why he would receive 
a high pass from the stingiest of Legal 
Skills senior partners. 
Ed never focuses exclusively on a legal 
issue and sometimes relies on shah"}' legal 
ground to resolve the case of the week. 
However, Ed 's dedication to his clients is 
always evident. It is also e\'ident that Ed 
has read Essential Lawyering Skills . a 
\'olume familiar to all at the Law School. In 
last week ·sepisode. Ed 'shigh school class-
mate Bob Arnowicz comes to his office 
-i til a legal problem. Following the model 
we all know so well. Ed opens with an ice 
breaker and then asks an open-ended ques-
tion, "Howcan Ihelpyou?" Ed allows Bob 
to tell his story uninterrupted, except for a 
few sym~athetic comments and fa ial ex-
pressions. He makes no explicit promises 
other than that he will help him and look 
into the problem further so as not to mis-
lead his new client. Maybe Legal Skills 
could use a \'ideo of Ed's interview with 
Arnowicz as an example to encourage 
frightened I L's. Or perhaps the next edi-
tion of Ethics oftheLallJ'er's Work could 
be referred to as "Molitemo Le\)' and 
Stewns" in the first ear syllabus. Seri-
ousl. '. though, it is refreshing to see attor-
neys portrayed in a favorable light and as 
someone you ~-ould want to take your 
problems to. 
lt seems Bob Arno\',;icz has experi-
enced a lot of rejection when he tries to ask 
women out on dates. To assuage his own 
feelings . and apparently for the amuse-
ment of others, he began posting narrative 
accounts of his reje tions on the Internet. 
One of the w'omen \""hose words were 
recorded is very unhappy and is suing Bob 
for an "invasion of pri\-acy." Ed Ste\'ens 
is soon visited by famous lawyer Gary 
Cerringo, "the man who brought Big To-
bacco to its knees." It seems that . if. 
Cerringo has been looking fora "landmark 
case" invoh'ing the Internet and First 
Amendment rights and thinks this. one 
rna -go "all the way to the Supreme Court; ' 
as he is fond of sa ing. The problem is that 
Ed soon deternlines that the woman has no 
case against Bob, as she voluntarily gave 
. up her right to pri\-acy when she rejected 
Bob loudly in a crowded bar and was 
overheard by her friends. When Ed ex it-
edly infomls Cerringo of thi-, Cerringo 
reje ts this theory and want- to pursue the 
case on First Amendment grounds! While 
Ed's theory seems to guarantee a win for 
Bob, Cerringo insists that "-winning isn't 
everything" and "sometimes a cause is 
bigger than a man_" He then insinuates 
thatEdistoo 'small-town ' toeon iderthe 
big pi ture_ Eventually, of ourse, Ed 
realizes that Cerringo's strategy leaves 
out the mo t important factor in client 
representation: the lienthimself. Hecbn-
Yin es Bob to abandon Cerringo 's plan at 
the last minute and the plaintiff has the 
case dismissed. Ed' s dedication to his 
client wins out over the posturing self-
interest of the big time law-yer who really 
doesn -t are what happens to the client as 
long as he gets his hance to air an issue 
in the largest po sible _ forum. Ed is a 
wonderful portrayal of the real people in-
I.-olvedinalawpra ticeandclearlyde en--
ing of Legal SkilJs honor -
If Ed left this William and 1ary law 
student inspired, the first episode of the 
new -eries First Mond y. nor unlike the 
ave_rage Con Law las _ left me full of 
question _ Question- such as: would a 
sixteen year old with an I..Q_ of- Owhowas 
See Report Card, Page 11 
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Boredom 
101 
By Char Rieck 
r am bored. I realize that it's the begin-
ning of the semester, but that doesn ' t 
change anything, I am still bored. I also 
don ' t think I am alone here, there has to be 
at least one other 3L who has been strug-
gling to find something to do over the last 
two weeks. Life has become so monotor 
nous this semester that I have actually 
started doing class work as a past time. 
Don ' tgetme wrong, r amnotexpectingany 
sympathy; I am just saying, I' m bored. 
Some of you may be envious, some of you 
may be curious, some of you may hate me 
with the red-hot fire of a thousand suns. 
(Hopefully you people have stopped read-
ing by now). But what you're missing, 
what you might not be ableto see is that for 
you first and second years, I am your hero. 
Forget Mike, you all want to be like me. 
How did I come to have all this free 
time? Good question. I am nothing if not 
giving so I will share my formula with all 
those who might wish to someday have 
nothing to do. First, no journals and no 
moot court. There are 3Ls hard at work in 
the library and it is only the second week 
of classes. What you might not realize is 
that these-how should I put this-suckers 
are not doing school work. They are doin~ 
cite checks; they are preparing briefs for 
Moot Court co.mpe66ons. Sure thes e ac-
tivities look good on a resume but really, 
who needs the aggravation? Second, the 
Madrid Program: six credit hours in ex-
change for spending a month in Spain. Do 
you really need another reason? Third, 
externships and clinical courses are your 
friends. Thanks to these I have to show up 
for class a mere four times a week . .. not four 
days, four times. Igoto Wawa more often. 
It's like senior year all over again. The 
problem is now that I have all this free time, 
I have no real way to fiJI it. I've never had 
a hobby and now I need one. , . badly. Let's 
put it this way, I'm so bored that I am 
actually about to watch First Monday, 
you know the new CBS show where a 
lawyer tries to object in front of the Su-
preme Court. (Oh God, now I'm watching 
it, I can ' t pull myselfaway, it ' s like a train 
wreck; no, it ' s like quicksand; somebody 
help me . .. must .. . tum .. . off the t.... v.). 
I 'm back. Now you know I'm desper-
ate. Unfortunately, in my search for a 
hobby it has become painfully obvious 
that I live in Williamsburg. But for those 
third years who are also suffering from 
boredom and for all those first and second 
years who look up to me, I thought I might 
pass some time by taking all of you through 
my search for something to do. 
Sports- I already work out and playon 
about three intramural teams. I thought of 
skiing, or maybe an "extreme" sport, but 
they just don't seem all that much fun to 
me. Plus, I figure a hobby should not 
possess the potential of putting me in 
traction for months. Myideaofanadrena-
line rush is sitting on the couch and watch-
ing other people put themselves into trac-
tion. When I'm feeling really adventurous 
I eat pretzels. That's right, I'm dangerous; 
I can ' t be stopped; I 'm a rebel. 
Books - I am way too persistent to 
make reading a worthwhile hobby. I can-
not just put a book away. I have phases 
where I read a lot, but then all it takes isone 
bad novel (which I finish anyway) to make 
me not pick up another one for months. 
Plus, reading is way too much like school-
work to be done on a regular basis. 
Movies - Recent events in my life have 
made my think that my life is already satu-
rated. I recently gota DvDplayer, S9 I have 
been rentingquitea few. FortJ.1ose of you 
who own one already, you know that most 
DVDs have about 4 hours of extra stuff on 
them, most of it not worth the attention 
span of a coma patient. Few are actually 
good, but I've been watching most of 
them. However, I realized I had hit rock 
bottom when I found myself half an hour 
into the feature length director' s commen-
tary of Tomb Raider. I'm not kidding, I 
think I 'm an·addict. Do they have support 
groups for this type of thing? 
Television - A recent development, 
out after fmding me watching the first half-
hour of First Monday my roommate heid 
an intervention and it occurred to me that 
I might watch a Ii ttle too much TV already. 
Extra-curricular activities - Those I 'm 
. already involved in, while extremely worth-
while, fail to take up much time and it ' s a 
little late for me to get involved in any time-
consuming capacity in any of the others. 
(Student Legal Services is only an hour a 
Wf'f'.lc :mn T.aw Hous.ing Partnership~ is 
only one or two days a semester.) Al-
though my level of participation will pick 
up after spring break when the National 
Trial Team holds its selection tourna-
mentfor2Ls. ( I Lvolunteers needed. I'm 
such a whore.) 
This column - Now, I hope you are all 
sitting down for this, but it reaJly doesn't 
take me all that long to write this. Yeah, I 
know! Shocking. I thought about bump-
ing up my contributions to two columns an 
issue, but lack of creativity is a pretty 
formidable check to that ever happening. 
Matthew Ballard suggested that I simply 
spend more time researching the column 
and turn it into some sort of sleazy gossip 
column to defame, libel, and expose the 
secrets of my classmates. I'm takil!g this 
idea under advisement. (Actually he of-
fered me 5 dollars to simply include his 
name in a column. Hey, I never said I was 
above selling out.) 
Now there is one option left, but I'm 
unsure of mentioning it by name, espe-
cially in a law school publication. Iocca-
sionally did it ill undergrad, and while I did 
it fairly often Senior year, it was nevermore 
than recreationally. It could get pretty 
expensive; some of my friends actually 
went broke doing it. It has a tendency to 
mess with my concentration so I decided 
that law school isn ' t the best place for it, 
although I've thought about starting again 
pretty frequently but I coul.dn't ever find 
anyone to do it with, north at I ever looked 
that much. Idon'tknow, it was always fun, 
and I do miss it, so yeah, I guess I could 
start dating again. 
So How Did 
I Get Down 
the Hill ... 
By Melissa Winn 
Once upon a time there was a girl. She 
was a normal, happy girl, doing nomlal, 
happy things. One day she went sledding 
down the hill on campus with her friends 
on cafeteria trays, a common pastime for 
the winter months in Massachusetts. But 
on this day, things wenta little differently; 
she wiped out and hit her head on the way 
down. Her attentive friends ran down to 
help her. She assured them that she was 
fine, and only asked how she got down the 
hill. They explained that she hit her head 
and rolled down the hill. She was satisfied 
by the explanation, so they started back for 
the dorms . Five minutes later, she asked 
once again, "but how did I get down the 
hill?" The explained again, and a short time 
later, she asked again . It was-then thatthey 
realized that perhaps they should get her 
some help. 
It occurred to me one day as I woke up 
frommymorningnapinmy8 :30class that 
I too was wondering how I got here. And 
not just the normal confusion that comes 
from waking up with your head against the 
wall with about a hundred other people in 
the room. It struck me that I had no 
recoHection of how 1 had gotten throulili 
the last years of college, the summer be-
tween and somehow ended up in law 
school. I was completely drawing a blank. 
It was a haze, with a few events coming to 
me like pictures in a photo album; vaguely 
remembered but in no way connected to 
each other or to reality. 
I remembered that about a year before 
I had taken a long test, for which I had to 
getupat6:00AManddri eforanhourand 
a half because they had overbooked my 
local testing center. A few months later I 
filled out applications and wrote a few 
essays detailing why I wanted to do some-
thing I really knew nothing about. I then 
took a break, took a acation, and waited 
for people in admission~ offices around 
the country to decide my- fate. 
While on vacation, squishing sand 
beneath my toes and quickly baking up to 
an exotic lobster red, it came to mind that 
I was just as content to allow other people 
to decide where I was going to spend the 
next three years as I was to decide for 
myself. In fact, I would have preferred it. 
So I waited for my mail with a disassociated 
amusement. I had become a third party 
observer in my own life. 
So I got all my letters, an~ after careful 
consideration of the social settings, the 
financial factors, locales (J had grown tired 
of Northeastern winters), and not a single 
visit to a law school, I set them out on the 
floor and used the tried and true system of 
ecnie menie minie moe. So the choice was 
made, and all that remained was to sit back, 
relax and finish up the final months of 
college, then find a summer job with the 
least amount of responsibility possible. 
So this brought me to my first semester 
of law school, when I wake up confused 
and looking around as ifha~ing woken up 
from a very strange dream. IlookatProfes-
sor DuffY, and Professor Hynes like Dor-
othy looking at the tin man and the 
scarecrow; convinced that they were there, 
and occasionally thinking that, somehow, 
I had seen some of these strangers in class 
somewhere before. I have done serious 
investigation to alleviate my confusion, 
which is how I have pieced together my 
story. People tell me this is what happened, 
and I take their word for it. 
It took a while, but I think I have it 
figured out. The sequenc.e of things is still 
a bit hazy, but I've put it together ~o it at 
least makes marginal sense. Either that, or 
I ' ve woven an innocuous story around the 
snapshots of fact. Either way, don't be 
surprised if you see me walking around the 
law school, kind ofin a daze, askingpeople, 
"but. .. how did I get down the hill?" 
Dear Miss 
Manners, 
Shoot Me 
Please 
By Seth Rundle 
A good friend of mine, having received 
. two movie passes as a gift, took me to see 
A Beautiful Mind over the Christmas holi-
day. Russell Crowe played himself. Flip-
ping off fans telling interviewers their 
questions are stupid, and barroom brawl-
ing; "What's my motivation?" he did not 
have to ask in portraying a mad, egocentric 
mathematician. Moral of the story: if your 
IQ registers in themid-190s, being exceed-
ingly rude is not just a privileged idiosyn-
crasy but positively endearin~. 
Rudeness and bad etiquette gener-
ally, pigeonholes last year spot on. The 
rudest city in the world so they say, suf-
fered a very rude invasion of its relati e 
tranquility. Not as rude as, for instance, 
what went on in Sudan (way not to lift a 
finger, United Nations), but up there. 
As Miss Manners enjoys pointing out 
weekly, etiquette in general hovers around 
the all-time nadir. Invariably, my under-
graduate meals in the college cafeteria left 
me in a foul mood. Management saved 
dishwashing costs by omitting saucers at 
both the coffee ~d soup bars. What do 
you suppose this led to but soup spoons 
left standing in the bowls? From there it 
was only the shortest hop to the studentry 
attending class in quasi-pajama outfits 
and ball caps, on backwards, of course. 
My pessimism towards mixing in soci-
ety worsened yet again during the holiday 
(which was, nevertheless too short) on 
the day I sat down with a department store 
Continued on Page 7 
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lerk to decide on a few small matters of 
china and silver. Not something I do 
normally, but an impending overhaul of 
the domestic entanglements made it man-
datory, etc. All went as swimmingly as that 
sort of thing can, until the clerk suggested 
a three piece serving set that included a 
butter knife. 
"What," I asked, "would I want with 'a 
butter krllfe?" The clerk became confused. 
Questions were floated about what I meant. 
It became apparentlliat she was unfamiliar 
with the rudimentary aspects of an infor-
mal place setting. She had not sold an 
entire set of butter knives before. Worse, 
the woman sitting directly to my right, one 
theretofore imagined to be perfect in every 
way, sided with the enemy. Hence the 
pessimism about mixing in society wors-
ening. 
A later conference with the learned 
Vanderbilt, Post, and Martin relieved my 
fear I'd slipped a gear, but did nothing for 
the haunting images of child custody hear-
ings and vicious battles over the silver. 
Arguably, the current etiquette dearth 
started with the rise of the welfare state. 
What could be more rude than voting for 
politicians who think well of a 
redistributionary tax scheme? This argu-
ment can be rejected on the grounds that 
the rich can and have taken it on the chin 
in the name of noblesse oblige, or if you 
prefer, to stave off the inevitable, Marxian 
uprising of hoi polloi. 
No, the teal "Qtoolem started wben gtade 
scbool cbi\dren weren' t put tbrough 
nuclear air raid drills any longer. When the 
public schools stopped the lectures on the 
evils of the Red Menace and started on the 
beauty of international multiculturalism 
(all countries are unique and ipso facto 
good), the wheels fell off. Judgmentalism, 
formerly known as discriminating taste-
ism, became the sin it is today. (We pass 
over the wretched effect on art and music.) 
This caused severe cognitive disso-
nance among the architects of our current 
educational mess after September II tho 
Thus, the various talking heads we all 
came to love with their blame-the-victiml 
it's-our-own-fault yapping across the air-
waves. I have noted their absence lately 
from the television and can only assume 
they have returned to their day jobs- hang-
ing around the hospitals and informing 
rape victims that it was all, "Just look at that 
I1Iini-skirt", their own fault. 
What to do, where to look for the firm, 
guiding hand? Starting at the top sounds 
good. Many of the dead presidents held 
forth on etiquette. Washington ' s Rules of 
Civility and Decent Behaviour In Com-
pany and Converfation is boring enough 
to qualify as etiquette ·authority. 
Jefferson's "pell mell" etiquette was equally 
boring, though also quickly and vigor-
ously rejected on unrelated grounds. 
Maybe starting at the top wasn ' t such a 
good idea after all. To support that propo-
sition one need look no further than Wil-
liam Clinton. The man smoked cigars with 
the bands left on. Grounds alone for 
impeachment. 
Schizophrenia 
and Gnomes 
By Peter Flanigan 
Russell Crowe has certainly become 
one of the most sought after actors in the 
last five years. Not only have his movies 
been critical and box office successes (my 
favorite L.A. Confidential, The Insider, 
the Oscar winning Gladiator and the un-
der appreciated MystelY Alaska) but he 
has also established himself as the pre-
miere ladies man in Hollywood (his string 
of notables allegedly include Meg Ryan, 
Nic6leKidman and Jodie Foster). Evenin 
misses such as Proof ofL[(e, Crowe brings 
an incredible amount ofbelievability even 
to the hokiest of scripts. 
Early critics of A Beautiful Mind were 
quick to dismiss the film as an inaccurate, 
incomplete biography of the famed math-
ematician John Nash. Indeed, as I sat 
down in the oppressively chilly Carrnike 
Cinemas (my ticket came with a warning 
about how cold the theatre was) I looked 
around and noticed that I was the young-
est person in the movie theater by about 20 
years. Given the critics ' warnings and the 
tremendous amount of AARP members, I 
was full of trepidation while I watched one 
horrible preview after another. 
The first part of the movie lived up to 
my lowered expectations. Crowe did a 
remarkable job of portraying an eccentric 
genius let \oose \n the world of Princeton 
and MIT. · The movie takes us through 
Nash's early years while going for his 
graduate degree in math and then working 
in a government funded building on MIT's 
campus. Nash, certain that he can achieve 
something great, refuses to go to class so 
he can create a "truly original idea". While 
Nash is teaching at MIT, he dutifully falls 
in love with his student Alicia (played by 
Jennifer Connelly in her best role since 
1991 ' s Career Opportunities). This falls 
right into line with the now routine eccen-
tric genius tries to fall in love story line that 
has been played out many times in the past 
years (most notably Shine). 
When the story starts to detail the 
extent of Nash ' s schizophrenia, it really 
gets interesting. Suddenly, the first part of 
the movie is thrown into a completely 
different light and characters and events 
become part of a delusional web that must 
be untangled by both Nash and the audi-
ence. Characters played by Ed Harris 
(Pollack) and Paul Bettany become possi-
bilities instead of certainties and the film 
does a goodjob of keeping the viewer on 
edge to what is real (at least, a much better 
job than the recently disappointing Va-
nilla Sky). 
This is a Ron Howard film so of course, 
love has to conquer all and the main char-
acters aren't really that evil. However, 
Howard steps lightly outside his defmable 
boundaries (Parenthood and Willow) to 
keep the viewer offbalance for the rest of 
the movie. Without spoiling too much of 
the plot, Nash tries to work through his 
delusions in an attempt to keep his mar-
riage to Alicia and raise a baby. Despite his 
apparent successes, his delusions still 
follow ·him and when a new character is 
introduced, neither Nash nor the audience 
can truly tell if the new character is real or 
a figment of ash ' s imagination. 
. While the cinematography is boringly 
predictable, the score is excellent and 
Crowe gives another Oscarcaliberperfor-
mance. Do not be fooled into thinking that 
this is only a movie your parents could 
enjoy. While my parents didn' t enjoy the 
movie, I truly came away with a pleasant 
aftertaste and perhaps even a little lump in 
the old throat from the sentimentally tacked 
on ending. 
I was also lucky enough to be at the 
opening of the Kimball Theater on Sunday 
night for the flfSt of their weekly "art house" 
movie screenings. Each week, the theater 
will be showing a different film from 200 1 
releases . Upcoming films include Ghost 
World, Apocalypse Now RedLL'C and Grate-
ful Dawg. 
The theater was packed with lines out 
the door until screening time. With tickets 
for students at five bucks and popcorn for 
two, Kimball certainiy provides a ch~ap, 
entertaining evening. The inside decor 
leaves a little bit to be desired but who am 
I to complain for five bucks? At least there 
wasn't a chance of me catching hypother-
mia like in some other local theaters . 
The first movie to kick off the series was 
the wonderful Amelie. Amelie is a young 
French woman (played superbly by 
Audrey Tautou) who struggles through a 
neglectful upbringing to bring happiness 
into the lives of others. She is inspired one 
day after finding a box belonging a former 
tenant's son. She decides to return it to 
him and the joy that the now grown man 
experiences convinces Amelie that this is 
what she wants to do with her life. 
The film is full of comedic moments and 
moves along briskly (clocking in at just 
under two and a half hours). If you find 
globe trotting lawn ornament gnomes, 
freeze dried dogs and eternal loves work-
ing in a porno shop funny, then you will 
love this movie. To describe this movie as 
offbeat is an understatement. All the char-
7 
acters have eccentric or slightly skewed 
conditions that find new ways to make the 
audience laugh. 
Michel Robin plays a man with bones 
that are frail ~s glass. Isabelle Nanty plays 
.a lovelorn hypochondriac. Artus de 
Penguern plays a writer whose chance of 
being published is akin to the likelihood of 
me getting a job this summer. Amelie helps 
all of these characters in unconventional 
ways. The movie is very well done and is 
filmed in a traditional French style of rov-
ing close ups and stylized plot hints (at one 
point we see Amelie's heart beating 
through her chest). 
The true nucleus of the movie involves 
Amelie'sgrowinginfatua ·on with another 
like-minded individual who collects photo 
booth photos that people throw out. Amelie 
cavorts around France laying out "strata-
gems" to see if the guy (played by Mathieu 
Kassovitz) is as eccentric as she is. 
My ex-girlfriend never went to see a 
movie with subtitles and thus she wouldn't 
go see this one. However, don't subsume 
to her evil philosophy. The subtitles blend 
well with the movie and should not be 
counted as a negative to this very positive 
movie. 
Upcoming movie events: If you see one 
movie on an lMAX screen, go see Everest, 
January l8-20th at the Virginia Air & Space 
Museumat7:30p.m. Of course, if you wait 
two breathless weeks, you can see the 
N'SYNC extravaganza on February 22 (I 
have front row tickets). The most impor-
tant film event of the new year will be on 
ABC starting January 26th with "The Bond 
Picture Show". Every Saturday at 8, ABC 
willshowoneof12 possible Bond flicks. It 
looks like I won't be making my appear-
ance at the Green Leafe until late on Satur-
days. Ame/ierunsJanuary 13th-19th at6:30 
and 9 p.m. The Princess and the Warrior 
runs January 20th and 21 51 at6:45 and 9: 15. 
MyDVD pickofthe Week: Made starring 
Jon Favreau and Vince Vaughn. If you 
want to see Mikey and Double Down 
cavorting as mobsters with P. Diddy, this 
is the film for you. 
The Famous Annual PSF 
• DateAu·ct1on 
Saturday, February 9 
Trinkle Hall, Campus Center 
Volunteer Meeting 
Thursday, January 24, 12:45-1 :30 
Sign up on the PSF board to be a date or help 
behind the scenes! 
• 
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Response to 
Seth RUlldle: 
By Edith Sanders 
I couldn ' tresistyourchallenge of three 
reasons why diversity is beneficial to our 
training as lawyers. I didn't disagree with 
your co~ent~ entirely, but I thjnk you are 
overstating your case. 
It bothers me, also, that diversity is a 
code word for women and racial minorities. 
Blacks and whites at Marsha 11-Wytheprob-
ably have more in common with each other 
than either group does with people living 
in Appalachia. Most of us as children were 
able to p lay outdoors in the w inter because 
we had shoes. 1 have no answer to why 
there is no special attempt to include them 
at the s.ame time. Perhaps someone else 
will respond on that point. I raised the 
same argument in class once and got quite 
a reaction. 
1 don ' t entirely disagree, either, with 
the statement that "any new, talented, 
undiscovered woman or minority who 
wants to go to law school and doesn't 
understand she will be admitted to the 
school of her choice is either not so tal-
ented after all or has been jiving under a 
rock." 
However, Mr. Rundle, you may be show-
ing cultUral blindness in assuming that 
everyone knows what opportunities are 
out there and that their path is clear. My 
mother in the 1950' s was not encouraged 
by her family to go to college. Nobody in 
her family had ever gone to college, but 
they were aware that if she took a job as a 
secretary somewhere she would have 
money to pay for an apartment and grocer-
ies which would hold her over until she got 
married. This was their measure of success 
for a white middle-class woman at that time 
even though she regularly made the Dean 's 
list at her h igh school. Much later, when 
I was an undergraduate student at W ill iam 
& Mary in the early 1990 ' s, one of my 
classmates invited me to a party at his 
home. His mother (\ 'ho is Jamaican) took 
me aside and told me that she hoped he 
would go back to work on an Alaskan 
fish ing boat as he had one summer be-
cause he made good money then . He was, 
like my mother, the first one in his family to 
go to college and the fami ly did not com-
pletely approyc or understand. He told me, 
"1 he:-' don ' t understand why- I don ' t just 
go to work as a manager at McDonalds." 
If coming from an enyirODIY.lentwi1ere you 
::Ire not encouraged to excel is "]jying un-
der a rock," then there are certainly tal- . 
ented people out there who 3.re. Thatis not 
an argument for dismissing them as not 
worthy of\Villiam & Mary LawSchool. My 
old undergraduate friend now is a million-
aire with his o\\"n translation business in 
\Vashington D.C. The U.S. Department of 
Agriculture is one of his biggest clients. tI 
und rstand he contributes to Wi lliam & 
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Mary' s Annual Fund.) It makes me wonder 
how many others with the same ability, but 
without the $elf-confidence of my friend, 
just took the job at McDonalds. . 
1 also don't think that diversity at the 
law campus wi II make any 0 f us smarter or 
increase' our legal knowledge, but 1 do 
think it will make us better lawyers. Yes, 1 
can put it in a specific legal context without 
the words "perspective" and "under-
standing. " 
1. Law school is supposed to teach you 
to be an active, critical thinker. Carrying 
around untested, unchallenged cultural 
beliefs is lazy thinking. Lazy thinkers lose. 
2 . Good lawyers don ' t make assump-
tions. This is difficult to avoid because we 
are full of culturally embedded assump-
tions. (I'm talking about learning to avoid 
traps in general. Attending school with 
people who have different beliefs and lis-
tening to them is just another way to be 
reminded of and alerted to your own as-
sumptions.) 
1 can explain the first two concepts with 
one example. Australian education used 
to begin with an exam given to elementary 
age children to detern1ine what educa-
tional track they would follow for the rest 
of their school careers. hi other words, 
were they smart, mediocre, or dumb. Ab-
original chi ldren were considered a waste 
of resource~ because they always tested 
atthe bottom of this scale and were thought 
to be unable to learn. An Australian psy-
chologist decided to challenge the system 
by creating another exam. The 
psychologist's exam consisted of group-
ings of objects that the children were shown 
once and required to recreate hours later 
with distractions between test segments . 
The new testwas given to both white and 
Aboriginal children . The white children 
flunked and the Aboriginal children passed 
with fl ying colors. This was because 
Aboriginal children were taught by their 
parents to' recognize land and rock foml a-
tions, groupings of trees and other natural 
landmarks in order to tra\ 'e l for hundreds 
ofmiles and return again to the same spot. 
following seasonally available water (what 
is known as a "walkabout'} This ski ll \',;as 
unimportant in white culture, but mean t 
SUf\'ival to the Aborigines. In contrast. the 
elementary school aptitude test was fu ll of 
'characters from English fa iry tales and 
nursery rhymes. Sometimes knowledge of 
the plots and characters was needed to 
anS\"er the question on the elementary 
school exam. 
The psychologist' s challenge was suc-
cessful because not only did she prove 
that Aboriginal children were able to learn . 
but her opponent \\'as unable to show that 
kI10\\'ledge of English fa iry tale characters 
had any rele\'an e to the white children 's 
"superior" ability to It'arn despite their 
higher test scores. The test was rede-
signed to reduce the cultural bias. 
The old test \\'as an example of cultural 
assumptions and lazy thinking . She \\'as 
able to defeat it bee au e her mind wa no t 
trappedinherown ulture. Hadshekno\\11 
absolutely nothing about Aboriginal cul-
ture, she may have been able to make the 
same logical argument, but her proof was 
much more dramatic. As lawyers, we 
shou ld be able to do the same for our 
clients. We need to be able to think with 
this kind of clarity whether we plan to be 
civil rights lawyers ornot. Ifwe don ' t have 
this kind of mental agility, whatever kind of 
law we practice, we will get whipped in 
court by someone who does. I can ' t say 
that diversity empirically makes for a better 
educational environment, but I can say 
that my thinking has been improved by 
bein'g challenged. This includes listening 
to other people who don ' t share my back-
ground. 
3. The Judiciary is gradually becoming 
more diverse. Judges are allowed to use 
their own experience and beliefs to make 
decisions. (I know you hate those words 
too, Mr. Rundle, but you signed up for it by 
coming to law school.) It would be absurd 
to expect them not to. Any advantage that 
white attorneys may have had in this re-
gard will shrink as the judiciary opens up 
to minorities. 
Ijust didn ' t have the energy to attend 
the Diversity Forum myself, partly 
because it can be such a quagmire. Since 
it is also somewhat of a recent phenom-
enon, I doubt you will get your wish for 
empirical data on the effects of diversi ty in 
law schools an ytime soon . I do love a 
good argument though. 'Th<\!1ks for the 
second chance. 
Failure of 
Imagination 
By Tim Kollas 
I haven ' t heard this late ly, but it used 
to be conventional wisdom was that we 
only use 10 percent of our brains. When 
I was a kid, that sounded reasonable 
enough. At least it seemed to come from 
knowledgeable authorities. And 1 could 
flatter myself by thinking that I probably 
used 12 or 13 percent. v.. hen I got a little 
older and ga\'e the idea a little more critical 
thought, I was struck by how arrogant the 
"knowledgeable authorities" were to make 
this kind of pronouncement. A much more 
accurate statement would have been that 
we understood only about 10 percent of 
\\'hat the brain does. Just because we can ' t 
see what the re- t is doing shouldn ' t mean 
that it isn' t doing an)1hing. Doctors used 
to take ou t tonsi ls and other "extraneous" 
parts whose fun ction they didn ' t und~r­
stand. They fail ed to ima)ne that un-
known possibi lities might exist. 
As I wa reading the last edition of 
Dennis Callahan' s alway- challenging 
olumn, I found myself asking. " \\'hat the 
hell is he talking about?'" I didn't under-
stand what Bayes' Theorem could possi -
bly haye to do with terroris t atta ks. So I 
j ust dismissed it out of hand. Cpon bter 
reflection. I realized that my reaction w as 
ignorant and unfair. Just because 1 didn ' t 
understand it doesn ' t mean it has no worth. 
1 felt like such ajackass that 1 formulated 
what I've dubbed the Brays Theorem: 
That which 1 do not understand has no 
value. 
My ow n imagination continues to fail 
me. Whi le I agree with the conclusions 
suggestedl by Bayes ' Theorem-facial 
recognition technology isn ' t ready for 
prime time yet, flying is still safer thanjust 
about anything else-I have to concede 
that I don ' t see the point in quantifying the 
minutia of complex or abstract concepts in 
order to try to understand the big picture, 
especially w hen the big picture is reason-
ably apparent simply by exercise of intu-
ition or common sense. The problem with 
quantify ing is that we don ' t have perfect 
information. We don ' t know everything, 
but we know enoug h to be arrogant, to 
assume that what we don ' t know isn ' t 
important and so can be discarded . Ab-
stract information is left out of calcula-
tions, like tonsils and appendixes. 
Because I don ' t understand applying 
math to real life doing so has no va lue to 
me, and 1 discard it as unimportant. I feel 
a little leery about this, because associated 
with the Brays Theorem is the Me Corol-
lary: That which is not good for me cannot 
be good at all. Reading the two together, . 
it follows that what I don ' t unders tand 
can 't be good at all. This seems plainly 
absurd-Loose Fish obviously has alue 
to Dennis, or he wouldn' t write it and we 
can easily imagine that other people (less 
flaky than I) benefit from his explanations. 
But real life is ri fe w ith examples of alue 
being linked to personal understanding. 
Another article in the lastAmicus chal-
lenged my imagination , and again, I ' m 
afraid it 's fa iled me. Unl ike Dennis' Bayes 
column, which did seem to consider all of 
the necessary factors, the arti cle opposing 
calls for diversity w as not sufficiently ex-
haustive in its consideration . Too much 
information fayorin g diver ity was ex-
cluded OUit of hand, and the analogies 
presented were too tenuous for my imagi -
nation to wrap itself around 1r. Rundle ' s 
thesis . Neither righ t nor left brain could 
find it cre cllible. 
For example, Mr. Rundle likens di \-er-
sity to "fairness ." ' ,,;i th no limiting prin-
ciples-a v alue rather than a virtue. Here 
my imagination doesn ' t fail. but it does~ 't 
work the way 1\1r. Rundle might intend . He 
' an ' t imagine such a thing as too much 
diYersity, and so an' t label diversity a 
y irtue. But diwr-ity is bounded-on the 
East by community, on the Wes t by b land-
ness. Im3.gine, if you will. a student body 
50 diYerse tholt We e3.ch spoke a different 
bnguage. :';-otmu hofaproduc tiw om-
mu ity: \\'e need something fundamental 
in conunon. Ima=ine then a student body 
3.JJ one color. one gender. ne 3.ge group, 
etc. _ -ot much interesting to discuss when 
\W don't h3.\"c different per: ecti\'es or 
underst:lI1ding .... but then, we aren' t sup-
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posed to consider those fa tors when 
trying to determine the value of diversity. 
It appears that Mr. Rundle doesn't under-
stand the value of perspe tive, so he e. -
cludes it from the al ulus. 
Understanding diversity without con-
sidering perspe rive makes no sens t 
me. so I dismi the value of trying to do so. 
hameonme. 
I also an't understand the ontention -
that the "gender and ra ial make-up of the 
STUdent body and faculty ha no impact on 
your edu ation." The rea ons offered 
imply don't support that. Although one 
an reasonably argue that diversity is Ie 
important than effort and intelligence, . less 
important" does not equal "not impor-
tant." And we clearl alread screen for 
effortandintelligen e-thatL ATwasno 
walk in the park, and college had its mo-
ment . too. 0 reason is given for stop-
ping the election process there. 
In tead, the argument shifts tracks to 
defend the poor insulted minority. gain, 
it takes an all-or-nothing approach. Ex-
pre sing gratitude for one aspect f a 
per on does not imply lack of gratitude for 
all the others. Appreciating someone' s 
different ra e or gender does not imply that 
one has di missed their "hard work, broad 
learning, intelligence, ot;kiHer mile." 
rhe argument al 0 suffers from an error 
in cale. It asks us to envision tlJankingan 
individual for being a speci flc race or gen-
der. Here m, imagination fails utterl . I 
annot comprehend how one person can 
be diverse. Mr. Rundle i abso lutely riglrt : 
It' absurd to say that one individual has 
more to teach than any other individual , 
ba ed on race or gender. But we ought to 
be able to imagine that a group has more to 
teach as a whole because it is diverse. 
Revi e the expression of gratitude: "Thanks 
for being [race/gender]. I learn so much 
more from this school than I would if we 
were all [race/gender]." Then again this 
only holds true if one accepts the value of 
perspective and understanding. 
Mr. Rundle challenges us to imagine a 
list of "ways in which' diversi ty' will have 
made you smarter or custodian of more 
legal knowledge " but wi thout resorting to 
the forbidden words. Sorry. My imagina-
tion fails once again. I don ' t have a good 
grasp on the concept of"smarter," so I'll 
just leave it outof my consideration. Legal 
knowledge, on the other hand, I can at-
tempt-granted, my age and relative inex-
perience leave me only a limited perspective, 
so I may not be able to explain as well as 
others who've been at it longer. 
whole thing. Ifwelimitourselve tothink-
ing about law solely in terms of how it will 
effe tpeoplewholookjustlikeIdo, wewill 
shape the law around those effects only. 
The whole so iety is not served. By learn-
ing about la\\>' in an environment that in-
cludes people \vho don't lookjust like I do, 
we can begin to imagine the wider effe ts, 
and we can better serve our profes ion and 
our so iety. 
The ABA expects us to do more than 
simpl not deny admission to women or 
minorities because the present so ial or-
der is the product of past limited-view 
shaping. Prohibiting new di crimination 
does not by it elf eradi ate the disad an-
tages of past discrimination. Imagine a 
footrace where a number of the runners are 
required to carry 50 pounds of extra weight. 
At orne point during the race, the officials 
realize that this is unfair and declare that no 
runner maybe required to carry extra weight. 
Is the problem gone? Or will the fonnerly 
weighted runners still finish last? At orne 
t ime in the future the white male head start 
" ill have diminished and we can quit wor-
rying about enhancing our diversity. But 
we aren't there yet. How can I be 0 sure? 
Our applicant pool doesn ' t reflect our na-
tional orregional makeup. ote en close. 
Mr. Rundle demonstrates some imagi-
nation when he notes that we don't court 
disadvant!lged non-rnlnoritic~ , w hi <;iJ im-
plies thatwe hould. Good idea. Unfortu-
nate\y it s not true. lhis Euro male got to 
take the L AT for free, after practicing on 
free prep materials. My only identified 
disadvantage? Economi . Appala hia, 
here we come. 
Except that Mr. Rundle doesn't want 
us to reach out to Appalachia, or anyone 
else. It seems that we are an "e1ite ' law 
school and should be sought after-like 
a lady. Firstofall thankheavenforladie 
who don ' t wait to be pursued by their 
suitors. If it weren ' t for women withaffir-
mative action d~ting policies, I'd be an 
unmarried irgin. 
Second, elite? What the hell is that 
supposed to mean? Horsefirst, then cart. 
Does it mean " the bes!"? You get to be the 
best by drawing the best people, not by 
making it difficult for anyone to find you. 
Does it mean "exclusive"? We ought to 
exclude p<::ople who aren ' t fit to practice 
law, not those don' t realize it' s an option 
forthem. Does it mean "sought after"? No. 
It doesn ' t. Not in the dictionary, not in real 
life, not by any stretch of my overworked 
imagination. According to Webster' s, it 
means, "The choice or most carefully se-
lected part of a group, as of a society or 
profession.' We will cease to be elite if we 
are not sufficiently careful in selecting our 
group, noti fwe seek new applicants. Does 
Yale cease to be elite ifit actively turns new 
lack of eviden e supporting this). If we 
concede the latter, then what's all the 
fuss. Ah, es-the Me Corollary. That 
which i not good for·me annot be good 
at all. Because Mr. Rundle can't imagine 
that perspe tive or understanding are of 
an benefit to him. he sees no value at all. 
He'll have to work awfully hard to avoid 
gaining an y ne,,' per'pective (since we're 
for ing it on him), but even ifhe \vere able 
to u eed, we shouldn't assume that 
diversity in law school ha- no value merel. 
because it doe n't benefit s me individu-
als. Law schools don 'tjust produce law-
yers. They produce leaders. And when 
our leader more a urately reflect the 
diversity of our ountry, social equity and 
justice are a step closer to real ity. Whether 
that benefits Mr. Rundle dire tl or not. its 
value is undeniable. 
M own imagination fails to compre-
hend ho anyone can claim to be a custo-
dian oflegal know ledge without education 
that involves perspective or under tand-
ing. It also fails to envision perspective 
and understanding flowing from homoge-
neity. But I don't need a neat formula or a 
dictionary or a lot of intellectualizing to 
figure out the value of diversity. It' just 
plain to see. Maybe that other 90 percent 
of my brain i doing something after all. 
Centaurs 
Prolong 
Diversity 
Problellls in 
NYC 
ByPaulRush 
Knoxville is home to one of the rarest 
and least publicized treasures on the face 
of the .planet. It currently resides in the 
lobby of the library at the University of 
Tennessee. There, for all to see, stands a 
very large museum exhibit. It is on loan to 
the University and will only be there for a 
few more ~onths . As it is highly unlik~ly 
that any of you will go right out and make 
the journey over the Appalachian Moun-
tains to view the exhibit solely on my 
recommendation I suppose I will have to 
quench your insatiable curiosity myself. 
Preserved forever in time, in.a giant 
glass block, rests approximately 50 cubic 
feet of soil which was removed from the 
feet by eight feet by one foot, in order to 
preserve all of the bones. The bones of the 
Centaur show that thi particular speci-
men must have stood about se\'en feet 
high. The archaeologists who re overed 
the bones said that the~' tested them, using 
various s ientific methods, and cal ulated 
that the bones and the urrounding arti-
fa ts are. indeed, quite old. and further 
concluded that this \vas no hoax. U ing 
the bones and the 2rtifacts , th "cientists 
said that they were able to deduce much of 
what had been previously unknown about 
these strange and unusual creatures that 
had been previously believed to have been 
nothing more than sheer myth. 11 ofthi 
is true. 
In fact. the scientists who discovered thes 
bones are no\ famous . They are famou 
for demonstrating how easily manipulate 
even the most careful of us truly are. Con-
fronted \" ith the weight of detailed scien- . 
ti fic evidence that was displayed next to an 
actual assemblage of bones, I began to 
wonder. I did not reject outright \vhat I 
intuitively knew to be absolutelY false. If 
but for a moment, I, too. was fooled. 
uch naivete was all the more enraging 
due to the pride I maintain for my "health .... 
cynicism." I hate being fooled. 1 resent 
beingtri ked. Something about deception 
make me feel slightly queasy. Nothinlr 
feels quite like that feeling, and I was quite 
bothered to feel it recently. 
I think that my philosophical beliefs are 
partly responsible for this. perhaps as 
much as any moral or spiritual truth that I 
hold dear. I believe opt imistically) in the 
progress of man, and I bclieve that societal 
evolution encourages uch progress . As 
I stated in another article, (shame on you 
if you didn ' t read it! I believe that th 
dialectic is an inescapable reality of the 
societal world , and, while the details of the 
dialectic can be argued ad nauseum the 
most basic truth of Hegel's theory is that 
social beings learn from their past mistakes 
and successes and behave in the future 
accordingly. 
As such, the most growth-inhibiting 
element that can be introduced into any 
ociety is a pervasive revisionisthistorical 
belief. Some ofthe more famous historical 
revisionists include those who use history 
to promote a pecul iar belief. Slave owners 
in centuries past, including John Marshal! 
and Thomas Jefferson, would have us 
believe that they were entitled to own 
other human beings, while Confederates 
in the Civi I War would have us believe that 
that bloody catastrophe was fought for a 
noble purpose- States ' Rights. Hitler 
would have us believe that the "Aryan" 
people have a natural claim ofsuperiority 
over Jews and other minorities. Old Holly-
wood cowboy movies would have us b e-
Legal knowledge is not trictlyabout 
memorizing rules. It ' s about being able to 
apply the rules in new situations-in short, 
to make new law. When no precise pre e-
dent exi ts, factors beyond the rule come 
into play. One su h factor is the outcome. 
What impact will a particular decision have 
on society? In order to understand the 
impact, one must understand so iety-
notsimpl one's own segment of it, but the 
tones to fmd the best and brightest? I 
can't imagine that. 
Earth. The fossils were found during an 
excavation in Volos, which, I believe, is an 
Ancient Greek city. Nonnally, the bones 
found at an excavation site are removed 
from the soil and assembled later. 
lieve that the ative Americans were all 
raving sa ages and that the white man's 
treatment of them was reasonable. A pre-
vious Supreme Court would have us be-
lieve that Separate can be Equal. 
While Mr. Rundle decries the lack of 
evidence that diver ity improves educa-
tion IIside from that which he explicitly 
excludes), he also note that diversity 
does not diminish education (ignore the 
What the archaeologists thought they 
had found , however, " as too incredible to 
be believed, so they simply removed the 
entire plot ofland. measl}ring roughly t.en See Centaurs, Page 11 
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While these beliefs may seem fool ish 
to us now we view them only with the 
crystal clarity ofhindsight. The fallacies of 
each of these beliefs were revealed, and 
the beliefs were discarded. In doing so, our 
society evolved . . It became' greater be-
cause the nation 's flaws were revealed. 
Imagine a world without an Abraham Lin-
coln, or a Ghandi or a Martin Luther King. 
These indi iduals were not afraid to face 
the flaws of their cultures in order to repair 
them. 
September II , 200 I ~ecame one of 
"those" flawed moments. Just as the de-
tails of the very day of the Kennedy assas-
sination are as clear to my parents as 
yesterday, my children will marvel at my 
impossible memory of September I 1,200 I 
60 years from now. I was surprised, later, 
that my instinct mirrored so well the slogan 
that would eventually emerge. ' We will 
not forget. " My instinct was to get home 
as quickly as I could and start the VCR 
recording. I recorded the news, on various 
channels, for the next eight days straight. 
I know that you must be thinking that 
my actions bordered on creepy, if not 
ghoulish butwhatI did, I did for posterity. 
I knew that my children would be at risk of 
rece(ving the same whitewashed historical 
recounting of September 11 , 2001 that I 
received ofpearl Harbor, the Vietnam War, 
the A-Bombs, and the Civil Rights move-
ment if! didn ' t intervene. Americans, as 
we have seen, do not have the greatest 
sense of historical accuracy, after all. 
What's that you say? Not in our day 
and age? ot in the face of such horror? 
We wouldn ' t dare skew the reality ofSep-
tember 11 , 2001 to serve some other pur-
pose? Nonsense. 
I collected magazines in addition to 
newscasts. Among those magazines that 
I gathered, one image was recurrent in 
several. The famous picture of the three 
white firefighters raising theAmerican flag 
over ground zero (for those of you who are . 
completely overwrought about grades and 
don ' t know this) is being made into a 
sixteen-foot high bronze sculpture. How-
ever, using as justification the blatantly 
absurd idea that the sculpture would be 
more "representative" of those firemen 
who died in the line of duty, the fire depart-
ment brass decided that the sculpture 
should consist of one White, one Black, 
and one Hispanic firefighter, all imaginary. 
Classic historical revisionist wishful think-
ing. Only this time, the centaur is going to 
be around for say, oh Another Trillion 
Years, and there won ' t be an explanation 
on this exhibit. 
The leader of the Vulcan society, a 
group for black firefighters, notes impos-
sibly that he truly believes that the real 
need is for more minority firefighters, but 
notes that he is also pleased with the 
representation given to black firefighters 
in the statu€. How does this work? Black 
and Hispanic firefighters only comprise a 
combined six percent of the entire fire 
department! Since when has anyone at-
tempted to cure a problem of a lack of 
diversity by sweeping it under the rug? If 
the greater purpose is to enlist minority 
firefighters, what better opportunity do 
they have to point out to NY and to the rest 
of the world that none of the firefighters in 
the statue are Black or Hispanic? 
If the greater good is to be realized, 
perhaps the statue should have a dis-
claimer stating ' Actual minority repre-
sentation in this sculpture has been inflated 
from 6 percent to 66.6 percent. Diverse 
Individuals Please Enlist! " How would 
King handle this? Would he promote a 
fictional diversity, or would he argue that 
without an accurate past, we can only 
expect a continually flawed future? I don ' t 
pretend to know all the answers, but I 
resent the fact that, when I visit NY with my 
children someday, I' ll have to carry along 
an old worn magazine and remind them that 
what they are seeing aren ' t REAL he-
roes- they' re only Centaurs. 
The Benefits 
of Diversity 
By Rebecca GoodgameEbinger 
A law school is more than the bricks 
and mortar that constitute the physical 
buildings in which we learn. It is also more 
than the aggregation of students ' LSA T 
scores and undergraduate GPAs or de-
grees held by faculty members. It is a 
community of scholars. 
Academic institutions have long looked 
beyond the statistical background, the 
standardized test scores and grade point 
averages, of potential students. The ques-
tion is the priority placed on the features 
outside of those measurements. Histori-
cally the gender and ethnicity of students 
were limiting factors on applications and 
features such as wealth, family name, or 
connection to the institution were benefi-
cial. 
In looking for applicants from a broad 
array of backgrounds, a law school pro-
vides students with the opportunity to 
learn from one another; to gain from expo-
sure to others unlike themselves. While 
some argue that such a benefit is limitless, 
and therefore unworthy to be pursued, I 
would argue that the benefit is both mea-
surable and worthy. I benefit when a 
professor raises a question about a spe-
cific locality (like the strict obscenity laws 
in Cincinnati, Ohio) and a student is able to 
comment on the topic because she is from 
Cincinnati, thereby furthering the discus-
sion and placing it in context. 
Further, when a student.is from a group 
that is historically underrepresented in the 
legal community, and therefore in legal 
scholarship, his ideas on a well-worn topic 
may be unique and could lead to a discus-
sion that would not have occurred in a 
homogeneous classroom. 
The same logic applies to a faculty member 
with both diverse backgrounds and exper-
tise. Professors bring their academic and 
professional backgrounds into the class-
room, but they also bring their personal 
background, which can be equally benefi-
cial to students. A female professor may 
bring a different perspective or approach 
into the classroom than her male counter-
part. This difference provides students 
with a breadth of experience that contrib-
utes to our growth as people and scholars. 
William and Mary's commitment to grant-
ibg admission to those applicants who "in 
thejudgrnentofthe law school, will make 
the most significant contribution to soci-
ety as members of the legal profession" 
provides an opportunity to create an intel-
lectual community that fosters growth 
through exchange of ideas. Seeking out 
those who will bring different backgrounds, 
and possibly perspectives, to that commu-
nity does not make William and Mary 
weaker or less elite. It makes us stronger. 
WrUe for theAmicus! 
If you 'd like to respond to this Diversity 
Forum or simply share your own ideas 
about something else, please send your 
articles to Katie R1Iey (kbrile@wm:edu) 
or BrookeHeilborn (bsheil@wm.edu). 
Publication Schedule: 
Fri.2/8 (due Wed. 2/6) 
Fri. 2/22 (due Wed. 2/20) 
Fri.3/22 (due Wed. 3/20) 
Fri. 4/12 (due Wed.4/10) 
Edit for theAmicus! 
The Amicus is currently seeking 
editors to take over for next year. 
Positions include News Editor, Features 
Editor, Copy Editor,Business Editor, 
Web Editor. Ifinterested, please 
contact Brooke Heilborn . 
(bsheil@wm.edu). 
Report Card, 
COlltillued from Page 3 
not the principal actor in a robbery turned 
violent really be charged with capital mur-
der? If there is not adequate grounds for 
an appeal in a petitioner' s brief, can a 
Justice instruct his law clerks to go find 
one in another case? Would unclear au-
topsy findings really be considered new 
evidence at this late stage of litigation? 
Because I am only two weeks into both 
Con and Criminal Law, I will leave these 
troubling questions alone and focus on 
some of the dramatic elements ofthe show. 
The premise of First Monday is simple-
the Supreme Court is composed of four 
conservative and four . liberal members. 
Justice Novelli is the ninth Justice, who is 
just beginning his term. Novelli appears to 
be a moderate and is being courted by both 
the left and right. The producers of the 
show have gone to great lengths to make 
the Supreme Court building look realistic, 
apparently relying on sketches done dur-
ing actual proceedings. Perhaps in an 
attempt to show that the members of the 
court are not out of touch with the common 
folk, the show attempts to put "human 
faces" on the esteemed justices. It is 
unfortunate that they nave chosen overly 
cute ways reminiscent of a family sitcom in 
which todo so. For example, the premiere 
featured the following: Justice Novelli's 
children attempt to educate him about hip 
terms like "cool" and "whack"! Novelli is 
so nervous on his fust day that he shows 
up to court in slippers! Conservative and 
cantankerous Justice Hoskins likes to tor-
ment his colleagues with limericks! Per-
haps the folksy touch that annoyed me the 
most was that every five minutes or s~, one 
of the Justices referred to themselves col-
lectively as "The Brethren." And not once 
did either of the two women on the court 
protest. Now maybe I am being overly 
sensitive, but can you imagine Justices 
Ginsburg and O 'Connor shrugging their 
shoulders and saying, "oh well, boys will 
be boys?" 
Moving on to the substance of the 
premiere, the show was quick to establish 
that they are willing to examine controver-
sial issues. Unfortunately, they chose to 
treat a sub-plot involving a transgendered 
individual mainly as comic relief. Having 
Justice Hoskins ask during oral argument 
whetherpetitioneqyanted to be "castrated 
like a bull" was neither funny nor in keep-
ing with the nature of the proceedings. 
The predictable plot line where Novelli ' s 
law clerk attempts to date the woman rep-
resenting the man seeking asylum only to 
find out that she was once a man herself 
was simply bad storytelling and did noth-
ing to explore the issue. The main action 
of the premiere involved the sixteen-year-
old on death row mentioned above. The 
writers worked hard to make him as sympa-
thetic as possible-not only is he a mentally 
challenged juvenile, he was also abused as 
a child. Further, although it would have 
been enough in my opinion to examine the 
usual death penalty issues of cruel and 
unusual punishment or due process, the 
writers chose to throw in the extra twist 
that he was struck by lightning due to the 
negligence of a prison guard. This, plus 
the fact that the Court had heard his case 
during the previous term, seemed to make 
the story too complicated for a one hour 
program that also had to introduce twelve 
main characters (nine Justices and three 
clerks) and contained a second, more mi-
nor case. 
See Report Card, Page 12 
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News from The 5th Dimension: Reportmg on Things that might have been •.. 
Annoyed Professor Holds 
Class without Students 
By AndreaD' Ambra 
Williamsburg, A: In a move that 
surprised many, Glenn Coven, a law pro-
fessor at William and Mary, held the final 
International Tax class of last semester 
despite the fact that none of his six Inter-
national Tax students showed up. 
When asked about his motivation, Pro-
fessor Coven smiled and answered 'I get 
paid to teach, whether there are actual 
students present or not. In fact, some-
times, I don ' t even notice whether anyone 
has shown up." 
Students in Professor Co en's class 
cited various reasons for their failure to 
attend su h as "My dog ate my car keys" 
"My roommate stole my International Tax 
Supplement," and "I was arrested the pre-
vious night for solicitation." By far the 
most disturbing reason came from Andrew 
y ouhas, a second year student at both the 
business and law schools. "I just didn t 
feel like going. What, like Coven is going 
to call on me? I don ' t think so." 
Professor Coven, baffled by" his 
student's apathy, says he will continue 
this semester to teach classes at the regu-
larly scheduled time, and invites all his 
Federal Income Tax students as well as 
Professor Lee ' s to attend. 
When asked what was covered during 
the infamous "class without students," 
Professor Co en again smiled and replied, 
" It was an exam preparation class. Basi-
cally, I went over all the questions I planned 
to ask on the [mal, and wrote out model 
answers." 
Congratul~tions t~ the new mem- . 
bers of the ATLANTLA Trial 
Team! 
Team #1 
Mike Lawson 
Michael Gentry 
Team #2 
Sean Tepe 
Andrea D'Ambra 
Daniel Fortune 
Scott Herman 
Report ' 
Card, Calendar of Events 
Continued from Page 11 
Although First Monday is in danger of 
flunking Con Law, I may decide to watch 
ag,,;n Th"" onE", E"xtr" touch that w orked 
well was the inclll$ion of an excerpt from a 
Hardball-inspired fictional program called 
Curveball. This week's installment fea-
tured well known attorney Barry Scheck. If 
the producers and writers work to correct 
some details (for e~ample, Justice Novelli 
did not sit in the proper seat for the most 
junior Justice), reign in the antics ofJustice 
Hoskins, and cut their failed attempts at 
humor, the show may be able to improve. 
I'd say the jury is still out, but I'm afraid 
that would show I'm the one who's flunk-
ing ConLaw. 
SUMMER 
IAWSTUDY 
in 
Barcelona 
Dublin 
Florence 
London 
Moscow 
Oxford 
Paris 
San Diego . 
1: QP tDw:t8ity eX &10 ora> 
FOREIGN LAW PROGRAMS 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
5998 AJcaJa Park 
San'Diego, CA 92110-2492 
tHNiI: cklngOsanciego,eQJ 
lax: 619f.260.2230 
~J'-,sancIego,ecb1awabIOed 
Wednesday, January 23rd 
Finrling anrl Funding Sum-
mer Public Interest and 
Government Positions 
OCPP and PSF present this 
program for 1 L' sand 2L' s 
interested in looking for public 
service and government 
posistions. 12:45 p.m. in Room 
120. 
Wednesday, January 23rd 
Faculty IStudent Reception 
Law Review and the SBA 
sponsortlllsoppodlulltyto 
mingle with professors at 
4:00pm on the patio. Snacks 
and beverages provided. 
Thursday, January 24th 
Volunteer Meeting 
Sign up to be a date or help ou,t 
at the Date Auction. 12:45pm 
Friday, January 25th 
Last day to elect Pass/ Fail 
Forms are available in the 
library and due to Dean Jack-
son by the end of the day. 
Tuesday, Janumy 2!)1h 
R~rcelon~ Symphony Or-
chestra at Phi Betta Kappa 
Memorial Hall. 
The concert begins at 8 :OOpm. 
Admission is $20 and is open 
to the public. 
F ebntary ]'t _ 3rd 
SBASkiTrip 
SBA is sponsoring a ski trip to 
Gifford Pinchot State Park. The 
cost will be $50. Lift tickets will 
have to be purchased upon 
arrival. See Sarah-Nell Walsh 
with questions. 
Wednesday, Febntary 6th 
Articles due for the next 
edition oftheAmicus!!! 
Every~ne is welcome to submit 
an article. 
Friday, Febntary 8th-
Virginia Public Service Job 
Fair 
Saturday, F ebntary !)1h 
Charter Day Convocation 
Cbainnan oftheFederal 
Communications Commission 
Michael Powell will address this 
year's Charter Day convoca-
tion. Powell will also receive an 
honorary doctor of public 
service degree. 
North Wing Dedication 
Hobnob with alumni and ' 
college officials in the official 
opening of the North Wing. 
RSVP to Rebecca Siriunons 
through e-mail 
(rasim2@wm.edu) or on the 
sign-up sheet in the student 
lounge. 
Saturday, Febntary!)1h 
PSF Date Auction 
Saturday, F ebntary 16th 
Barristers Ball 
This year Barristers Ball will be 
held at the Hospitality House 
from 9:00pm to 1 :OOam. Music 
will be provided by Doug Clark 
and the Hot Nuts. Tickets go 
on sale 1.21.02 
-lease submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Katie Riley (3L), Deborah Siegel (3L), orthe Amicu 
anging file. Entries may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events 
